[Fate of patients after surgical treatment of premature closure of cranial sutures].
From 1954 to 1971, 69 operations in patients with crs, resulting in relieving the intracranial hypertension symptoms, were performed. The patients were aged 1-34 years. In 1989, i.e. 20-29 years after the operation (mean 22.8 years), 14 patients were submitted again for a neurological, neuropsychological, EEG and brain CT check-up. The patients were divided into 3 groups: I gr. (3 patients)--with negligible disorders of attention and memory, without neurological changes in the EEG and CT--in a good social and occupational status. II gr. (4 patients)--with slight headaches, with discrete neurological and neuropsychological symptoms, slight generalized changes with the moderate burst activity in EEG, signs of hydrocephalus in CT scan. III. gr (7 patients)--with seizures, deficit symptoms, some with symptoms of mental impairment, generalized epileptic changes in EEG, signs of cortical and subcortical atrophy in CT scan. In this group some patients did not work and had no families. We have found that the frequency of epileptic seizures in the crs patients is higher, and their social and occupational status is worse.